PUBLIC LIBRARY
„JURAJ ŠIŽGORIĆ“
ŠIBENIK
In its millenary history, Šibenik have always been origin in Croatian literary and cultural history.

That's one of the reasons why Šibenik have established library called Narodna slavjanska čitaonica already at 1866. which have been working until 1914.

Catholic academic society have established library Pavlinović 1917. which was working until Second World War.

The Library we have today, which we are so proud of, is established 1922., 1966 was united with Scientific library.

2005. we have displaced Library in the expanse where Narodna slavjanska čitaonica have been.
The Public Library “Juraj Šižgorić” Šibenik joined the project “Green library” in 2012, just after the Librarian Association of Istria started the project, with the display of the documentary “The Story of Things” by Annie Leonard. Since then the Library has held a number of ecological contents activities for adults and children, amongst which are lectures of permaculture, green energy, biodiversity and healthy nutrition, workshops and showing films etc.
Second project in Library is Healthy Lifestyle. In March 2018 in Šibenik, Program called “Healthy Lifestyle” was started at the initiative of the Croatian Institute for Public Health.

The project was launched with the aim of informing, sensitizing and educating the citizens of the Republic of Croatia on the positive action of healthy lifestyles of proper nutrition, physical activity, obesity prevention, reduction of excess body mass, reduction of cardiovascular diseases, tumors, diabetes and mental illness.

This national project and Library with their programs and activities are aimed at improving the health of the whole population.
PRESENTATIONS IN PUBLIC LIBRARY "JURAJ ŠIŽGORIĆ“ ŠIBENIK

- Ecological Association “Krka" Knin
- Association for the Promotion of Creative Expression “Perspective of Youth” Varaždin, project Eko bin
- Croatian Mountaineering Society Kamenar and Croatian Mountaineering Society st. Michael
• lecture *Bats – only Mammals Flyers* by Drago Marguš from Public Institution “National park Krka”
• *Lecture about permaculture* by Ivan Gregov
• *Lecture of Natural Medicine* by Darko Vujnović President of the Association of Natural Medicine,
• *Lecture the importance of physical exercise from kindergarten age*
PUBLISHING ACTIVITY OF THE LIBRARY AND PUBLIC INSTITUTION "NATIONAL PARK KRKA"

- The Picture book *The Journey of a Turtle* by Zdenka Bilušić, publisher: Public Institution “National park Krka"
PROMOTION OF BOOKS WITH LECTURES

• lecture and promotion of the book *the First croatian LCHF cook book* by Anita Šupe
• promotion of the book *Truth and the Lies of food* by Anita Šupe and the Lecture *do we know what we eat?*
• lecture and promotion of the book *Healthy and delicious* by Helena Jakoliš
• lecture and promotion of the book *Gourmet links* by Maja Petrović
• lecture and promotion of the book *In the woods, how I overcame autoimmune disease with the help of a paleo diet and functional medicine* by Denis Delogu
• promotion of the book *A great book on nutrition and childcare* and lecture *Healthy food for children*
PROMOTION OF THE PICTURE BOOK

Marko at the Krka National Park
Marko in the Telašćica Nature Park
Friendship from the depths of the sea
Marko in the Vransko Lake Nature Park
WORKSHOPS

- Ecological workshop *Old paper for new books* in the primary school library
- Workshop for making traditional herbal and medicinal balms and macerates
- Workshop on home made soap, healing melon and essential oils – for personal beauty and health
- Educational workshop *Using paper* by Public Institution “National park Krka”
- Workshop *Green library* in Kindergarten *Smile* and *Kindergarten Sun*
- Workshop to *Live Healthy* in a Kindergarten *Smile and* for third class of *Juraj Šižgorić Primary School*
- Craft workshop *Do not ruin the sea* with *Juraj Šižgorić Primary School*
EXHIBITION AND ART COMPETITION IN PUBLIC LIBRARY "JURAJ ŠIŽGORIĆ" ŠIBENIK

• exhibition of artworks from County Art Competition “Latest machines" on day of Croatian book and day of Planet Earth

• competitive contest for primary school on the hommage theme Robert Visiani, a famous Croatian biologist

• How to save energy
  competition for comic book for primary school of Šibenik-Knin county, April 2015
Često zrtač

Ovaj stroj je dobio ime 'Često zrtač' zbog toga što črtato casino po česki kod CGA gornje ljudi u koju se tiže kupa i uz pomoć kupa nudi četka. Kolumba ga čovek tako što mu gasi na desnoj ruci volan.

Mobileko

Mobileko je prometno sredstvo kojemu
Pokreće ga električni motor
energija. Njegov okvir univerzalni
i pokreće ovu letište prometna
između različita mjesta kojima je iznenadno
bro Mobileko samo cijena poslije u
električnom i električnom
Sredi ovu prometnih objekata izgradnja
U temelju nepovoljnog regula
Za ovu Mobileko i pozdrav
svi, nezamgreni doba.
EXHIBITION
KRKA IN THE EYES OF EXPLORERS

WITH NATIONAL AND UNIVERSITY LIBRARY IN ZAGREB,
PUBLIC INSTITUTION „NATIONAL PARK KRKA”, DECEMBER 2017
EXHIBITION “CVIT ADRIONA”
WITH PUBLIC INSTITUTION

“BIOKOVO NATURE PARK”, JUNE 2019

Ivo Pervan
"Cvit Adriona"
"Flowers of Adrion"
THE CHILDREN'S PLAY *THE LITTLE NATURE KEEPERS*, KINDERGARTEN SMILJE AND KRKA NATIONAL PARK
MOVIE PROJECTIONS IN PUBLIC LIBRARY "JURAJ ŠIŽGORIĆ" ŠIBENIK

THE STORY OF STUFF
(DIRECTED BY ANNIE LEONARD)

DOCUMENTARY MOVIE: A PLASTIC OCEAN
(DIRECTED BY CRAIG LEESON), AUGUST 2018

PROJECTIONS OF DOCUMENTARY FILMS FOR
THIRD CLASS OF MEDICAL SCHOOL:

SEEDS OF FREDOOM AND THE STORY OF STUFF:
THE STORY OF BOTTLED WATER
COLLABORATION WITH OTHER LIBRARIES

PHOTO EXHIBITION
“THE BEAUTY OF ORMOŽ”
CONCLUSION

Libraries can substantially contribute solving the problem of sustainability of the entire community, because they offering their users immediate access to all education materials and informations. Thereby, it is important to attract as many users as possible so that through special education program new values and habits are built.

For implementation of good quality and varied program content with the themes of healthy living, nature preservation and ecology it is necessary to cooperate with various companies and institutions which are professionally involved with themes such as good nutrition, exercise and preserving the environment.

This is where public libraries are very important as their door is open to users of all ages and provides the conditions needed, such as space, informations and contacts.